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Abstract

The analysis of the nine 1-fold differential cross sections for the γr,vp→ π+π−p photo- and electroproduction reactions
obtained with the CLAS detector at Jefferson Laboratory was carried out with the goal to establish the contributing
resonances in the mass range from 1.6 GeV to 1.8 GeV. In order to describe the photo- and electroproduction data with
Q2-independent resonance masses and hadronic decay widths in the Q2 range below 1.5 GeV2, it was found that an
N ′(1720)3/2+ state is required in addition to the already well-established nucleon resonances. This work demonstrates
that the combined studies of π+π−p photo- and electroproduction data are vital for the observation of this resonance.
The contributions from the N ′(1720)3/2+ state and the already established N(1720)3/2+ state with a mass of 1.745 GeV
are well separated by their different hadronic decays to the π∆ and ρp final states and the different Q2-evolution of
their photo-/electroexcitation amplitudes. The N ′(1720)3/2+ state is the first recently established baryon resonance for
which the results on the Q2-evolution of the photo-/electrocouplings have become available. These results are important
for the exploration of the nature of the “missing” baryon resonances.
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1. Introduction1

Studies of the N∗ spectrum have been driven for a2

long time by the search for the so-called “missing” baryon3

states [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. Different quark models predict many4

more excited states than those that have been observed in5

experiments [6, 7, 8]. These predictions rely on the ap-6

proximate SU(6) spin-flavor symmetry demonstrated by7

the pattern of the observed nucleon resonances [9]. These8

model expectations are supported by the studies of the N∗9

spectrum from the QCD Lagrangian within Lattice-QCD10

(LQCD) [10], consistent with the independent results from11

continuum QCD approaches [11, 12]. In the early few µs12

expansion phase of the universe, the transition from a de-13

confined mixture of almost massless bare quarks and gauge14

gluons to a hadron gas of confined quarks and gluons with15

dynamically generated masses was mediated by the full16

spectrum of excited hadrons. This has been demonstrated17

in the studies of this phenomenon within LQCD and quark18

models [13]. Studies of the N∗ spectrum, therefore, ad-19

dress the important open questions on the symmetry of20
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the strong QCD dynamics underlying nucleon resonance21

generation and on the emergence of hadronic matter in22

the universe.23

The data for exclusive meson photoproduction offer a24

promising avenue in the search for missing resonances25

[1, 2, 3, 4, 5] through their decays into final states26

other than the most explored πN channel. The miss-27

ing resonances are expected to have substantial decays28

to the ηN , KΛ, KΣ, ππN , and πηN final states ac-29

cessible in photoproduction, where their photocouplings30

are expected to be comparable with those for the ob-31

served resonances [6, 7, 14]. Recently, several of the long-32

awaited missing resonances were discovered in a global33

multi-channel analysis of exclusive meson photoproduc-34

tion data [15], for which the CLAS KY photoproduction35

data [16, 17, 18, 19] provided a decisive impact. Nine new36

nucleon resonances of three- or four-star status were in-37

cluded in the recent edition of the PDG [20]. This discov-38

ery is consistent with the expectation of SU(6) symmetry39

in the generation of the N∗ spectrum. However, this sym-40

metry also predicts many other resonances that have not41

yet been observed, making a continuation of the efforts42

on the missing resonance search an important avenue in43

hadron physics.44
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The CLAS data on exclusive meson electroproduction45

have extended the capabilities in the search for fur-46

ther missing resonances [21, 22, 23]. Both the πN and47

π+π−p electroproduction data demonstrate an increase in48

the relative resonant contributions with increasing four-49

momentum transfer Q2 [24, 25], making exclusive electro-50

production also promising for the exploration of the N∗51

spectrum. A successful description of both the photo-52

and electroproduction data with Q2-independent reso-53

nance masses, and total and partial hadronic decay widths,54

validates the existence of resonance states. In this pa-55

per, we present evidence for a new N ′(1720)3/2+ reso-56

nance that has been observed together with the known57

N(1720)3/2+ state from combined studies of the CLAS58

π+π−p photo- and electroproduction data [23, 26] for in-59

variant masses W from 1.6 – 1.8 GeV in the range of pho-60

ton virtualities Q2 < 1.5 GeV2. A global multi-channel61

analysis of exclusive meson photoproduction data [27] re-62

ports two close resonances with JP = 3/2+ spin-parity in63

the 1.7 – 1.8 GeV mass range. Also quark models [7, 8, 28]64

expect new low-lying baryon states with JP = 3/2+ in this65

mass interval.66

2. Experimental Data and Analysis Tools67

In the previous studies of CLAS π+π−p electroproduc-68

tion data off protons [23], two invariant mass distribu-69

tions over Mπ+p and Mπ+π− , and the π− center-of-mass70

(CM) angular distributions were analyzed for W from 1.671

– 1.8 GeV and Q2 from 0.5 – 1.5 GeV2. A pronounced72

resonance structure at W ≈ 1.7 GeV was observed in all73

three Q2 bins covered by these data centered at 0.65 GeV2,74

0.95 GeV2, and 1.3 GeV2 (see Fig. 1). A successful descrip-75

tion of these data was only achieved either with a much76

larger branching fraction for the N(1720)3/2+ resonance77

decays to the π∆ final state in comparison with those from78

experiments with hadron probes or by implementing a new79

N ′(1720)3/2+ baryon state with parameters determined80

from the data fit. Both solutions offered an equally rea-81

sonable description of the limited previous CLAS π+π−p82

electroproduction data set.83

In the current analysis we unambiguously established84

the resonances contributing to π+π−p photo- and electro-85

production in the third resonance region. We have an-86

alyzed the data for this channel on the nine 1-fold dif-87

ferential cross sections and fully integrated cross sections88

over the final state kinematic variables sorted into nine89

25-MeV-wide bins in W and four Q2-bins at 0 GeV2,90

0.65 GeV2, 0.95 GeV2, and 1.30 GeV2. The fully in-91

tegrated cross sections and their description achieved92

within the the JLab-Moscow (JM) meson-baryon model93

[29, 30, 31] are shown in Fig. 1.94

The production of the π+π−p final state hadrons can95

be fully described by the 5-fold differential cross section96

over the invariant masses of the two pairs of the final state97

hadrons Mij , Mjk (i, j, k = π+, π−, p′) and over the three98

angular variables shown in Fig. 2. After integration of the99

5-fold differential cross section over the different sets of100

four variables, nine 1-fold differential cross sections were101

determined for:102

a) Three invariant mass distributions:103

dσ
dMπ+p′

, dσ
dMπ+π−

, dσ
dMπ−p′

;104

b) Three angular distributions over θ:105

dσ
d(− cos θπ− ) ,

dσ
d(− cos θπ+ ) ,

dσ
d(− cos θp′ )

;106

c) Three angular distributions over α:107

dσ
dα[π−p][π+p′]

, dσ
dα[π+p][π−p′]

, dσ
dα[p′p][π+π−]

.108

The chosen nine 1-fold differential cross sections are the109

most suitable for the exploration of the nucleon resonances110

excited in the γr,v + p s-channel with subsequent decays111

into the π∆ and ρp final states. The kinematic grid and112

the number of data points incorporated into the analysis113

are listed in Table 1. Each of the nine 1-fold differential114

cross sections, while computed from a common 5-fold dif-115

ferential cross section, offers complementary information116

that is essential to gain insight into the resonant contribu-117

tions.118

The data analysis is carried out within the JM model.119

This approach incorporates all essential mechanisms seen120

in the data that give rise to peaks in the invariant masses121

and the sharp dependencies in the angular distributions.122

Less pronounced mechanisms were established from the123

correlations between their contributions into the different124

1-fold differential cross sections. The full γr,vp→ π+π−p′125

amplitudes are described in the JM model as a super-126

position of the π−∆++, π+∆0, ρp, π+D0
13(1520), and127

π+F 0
15(1685) sub-channels with subsequent decays of the128

unstable hadrons to the final state, and direct 2π produc-129

tion mechanisms, where the reaction does not go through130

the intermediate process of forming unstable hadrons.131

The JM model incorporates contributions from all well-132

established N∗ states with observed decays into the π∆133

and ρp final states listed in Refs. [26, 31]. For the resonant134

amplitudes, a unitarized Breit-Wigner ansatz is employed,135

which makes the resonant amplitudes consistent with re-136

strictions imposed by a general unitarity condition [30].137

The good description of the nine 1-fold differen-138

tial π+π−p photo- and electroproduction cross sections,139

achieved within the JM model for W < 2.0 GeV140

and in the Q2-range up to 5.0 GeV2, allows isola-141

tion of the resonant contributions [21, 26, 31] necessary142

for the extraction of the resonance parameters. The143

N∗ photo-/electroexcitation amplitudes (γr,vpN
∗ photo-144

/electrocouplings) were determined from analyses of the145

π+π−p photo-/electroproduction data for the resonances146

in the mass range up to 2.0 GeV from the photoproduc-147

tion data and up to 1.8 GeV from the electroproduc-148

tion data. Consistent results on the electrocouplings of149

the N(1440)1/2+ and N(1520)3/2− resonances in the Q2-150

range from 0.2 GeV2 to 5.0 GeV2 from independent anal-151

yses of the dominant πN and π+π−p electroproduction152

channels validates the extracted N∗ parameters from the153

JM model. The photocouplings of most resonances in the154
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Figure 1: (Color Online) Description of the fully integrated CLAS γr,vp → π+π−p′ photo-/electroproduction cross sections achieved within
the JM model [29, 30, 31] (shown by the black solid lines). The error bars include the combined statistical and point-to-point systematic
uncertainties for the photoproduction data and only the statistical uncertainties for the electroproduction data. The full resonant contribu-
tions are shown by the dashed lines and the dot-dashed lines represent the resonant parts when both the N(1720)3/2+ and N ′(1720)3/2+

contributions are taken out. The contributions from the N(1720)3/2+ and N ′(1720)3/2+ resonances are shown by the thin red and blue
lines, respectively. The vertical lines locate the Breit-Wigner mass of the N ′(1720)3/2+ state.

mass range from 1.6–2.0 GeV, their hadronic decays to the155

π∆ and ρp final states, as well as the electrocouplings of156

several resonances determined within the JM model are157

included in the PDG [20].158

3. Evidence for the New N ′(1720)3/2+ Resonance159

in the π+π−p Data160

The previous studies of π+π−p photo-161

/electroproduction with CLAS demonstrated a substantial162

decrease of the relative non-resonant contributions with163

increasing Q2 [26, 31]. In the current studies, the resonant164

structure clearly seen in π+π−p electroproduction at165
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Table 1: The kinematic grid and the number of data points for the 1-fold π+π−p differential photo-/electroproduction cross sections used in
the analysis within the JM model.

Q2, GeV2

Number of bins over Total number
W , Mπ−π+ , Mπ+p′ , Mπ−p′ of data points

θπ− , θπ+ , θp′ for π+π−p
α[π−p][π+p′], α[π+p][π−p′], α[pp′][π−π+]

9, 16, 16, 16,
0.0 14, 14, 14, 1188

14, 14, 14
9, 10, 10, 10,

0.65 , 0.95 , 1.30 10, 10, 10, 2025
5, 5, 5

Table 2: N(1720)3/2+ hadronic decay widths and branching fractions into π∆ and ρp determined from independent fits to the data on
charged double-pion photo- [26] and electroproduction [23] off protons accounting only for contributions from previously known resonances.

N(1720)3/2+
N∗ total width Branching fraction Branching fraction

MeV for decays to π∆ for decays to ρN
electroproduction 126.0 ± 14.0 64% - 100% <5%
photoproduction 160.0 ± 65.0 14% - 60% 19% - 69%

γ p

π−

p′

θπ−

α
A

B

θp′

π+

θπ−θπ−θπ−
θπ+

Figure 2: Angular kinematic variables for the reaction γp→ π+π−p′

in the CM frame. The variable set with i=π−, j=π+, and k=p′,
includes the angular variables for θπ− (the polar angle of the π−)
and α[π−p][π+p′], which is the angle between the planes A and B,

where plane A ([π−p]) is defined by the 3-momenta of the π− and
the initial state proton and plane B ([π+p′]) is defined by the 3-
momenta of the π+ and the final state proton p′. The polar angle
θp′ is relevant for the set with i=p′, j=π+, and k=π−, while the

polar angle θπ+ belongs to the variable set with i=π+, j=p′, and
k=π−.

W ≈ 1.7 GeV is not visible in the photoproduction data166

because of the maximal non-resonant contributions at167

Q2 = 0 GeV2 (see Fig. 1). On the other hand, the six168

angular distributions are sensitive to the resonant contri-169

butions both in the photo- and electroproduction data.170

The resonance decays into the π∆ and ρp final states171

have a substantial impact on the three invariant mass172

distributions shown in Fig. 3. The Q2-dependence of the173

π+π−p photo-/electroproduction amplitudes are defined174

by the Q2-evolution of the nucleon resonance photo-175

/electrocouplings and the real/virtual photon+hadron176

vertices in the non-resonant mechanisms. However, the177

resonance masses, as well as their total and partial178

hadronic decay widths, should remain the same in all179

Q2-bins, as was observed in the analyses of all exclusive180

meson electroproduction data from CLAS [21, 24, 30, 31].181

This makes a combined analysis of the π+π−p photo-182

/electroproduction data of particular importance for183

establishing the resonances contributing to the π+π−p184

channel.185

The analyses of the CLAS π+π−p photo- [26] and elec-186

troproduction [23] data were carried out within the re-187

cent version of the JM model in the W -range from 1.6 –188

1.8 GeV and for Q2 from 0.0 – 1.5 GeV2 with the goal189

to establish the resonances contributing in the third res-190

onance region. For the N(1440)1/2+, N(1520)3/2−, and191

∆(1620)1/2− resonances, the initial values of their π∆ and192

ρp decay widths were taken from analyses of the CLAS193

π+π−p electroproduction data [30, 31], while for the other194

resonances we used the total hadronic decay widths from195

the PDG [20] and the branching fractions for their decays196

into the π∆ and ρp final states from Ref. [32]. The ini-197

tial values of the resonance photo-/electrocouplings were198

taken from the parameterization in Ref. [33] of the avail-199

able CLAS/world data results detailed in Ref. [34]. The200

starting values of the photo-/electrocouplings and the de-201

cay widths into the π∆ and ρp final states for the new202

N ′(1720)3/2+ resonance were taken from Refs. [23, 26].203

In the data fit we simultaneously varied the resonance204
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Figure 3: (Color Online) Representative examples for the description of the γr,vp → π+π−p′ nine 1-fold differential cross sections achieved
within the JM model [26, 30, 31] for photo- and electroproduction (red curves) in comparison with the data [23, 26]. The error bars include
the combined statistical and point-to-point systematic uncertainties for the photoproduction data and only the statistical uncertainties for
the electroproduction data. The group of curves on each plot correspond to the computed cross sections selected in the data fit with
χ2/d.p. < χ2/d.p.max (see Section 3 for details). Fits with Q2-independent masses, and total and partial decay widths into the π∆ and ρp
final states, for all contributing resonances become possible only after the implementation of the new N ′(1720)3/2+ state.

photo-/electrocouplings, the π∆ and ρp decay widths, and205

the parameters of the non-resonant amplitudes described206

in Refs. [26, 30, 31]. Q2-independent hadronic decay207

widths for all resonances were imposed in the fit. The208

parameters of the resonant and non-resonant mechanisms209

of the JM model were sampled around their initial val-210

ues, employing unrestricted normal distributions with a211

width (σ) of 30% of their initial values. In this way, the212

JM model provided a description of the observables within213

their uncertainties for most of the data points. For each214

trial set of the fit parameters, we computed the nine 1-fold215

differential π+π−p cross sections and estimated the χ2/dp216

(dp ≡ data point) values in point-by-point comparisons.217

We selected the computed cross sections from the data218

fit within the range χ2/dp < χ2/dpmax, where χ2/dpmax219

was determined so that the computed cross sections were220

within the data uncertainties for most data points. The221

mean values and RMS widths for the resonance parame-222

ters obtained from the fit were used as estimates of their223

central values and their corresponding uncertainties.224

Analyses of the π+π−p photo- and electroproduction225

data were carried out independently. The resonance226

photo-/electrocouplings and the total, π∆, and ρp de-227

cay widths were inferred from the fits over W from 1.6228
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The blue squares at the photon point show the results of the CLAS charged double-pion photoproduction data analysis [26].

– 2.0 GeV for the photoproduction data, and over W from229

1.6 – 1.8 GeV and Q2 from 0.5 – 1.5 GeV2 for the elec-230

troproduction data. In the evaluation of χ2/dp for the231

electroproduction data, only the statistical uncertainties232

were taken into account, while for the photoproduction233

data, the combined contribution from the statistical and234

point-to-point systematic uncertainties was employed since235

the systematic uncertainties dominate the accuracy of the236

photoproduction data. Parity conservation imposes the237

requirement of equal values of the dσ
dαi

(i = π+, π−, p′)238

cross sections at the angles αi and 2π − αi. This sym-239

metry requirement was accounted for in the computation240

of these cross sections within the JM model. The depar-241

ture of the data points from this requirement, seen only242

in the Q2=1.3 GeV2 bin, was taken into account in the243

evaluation of χ2/dp.244

A successful description of the angular θi (i =245

π+, π−, p′) distributions at W ≈ 1.7 GeV requires sub-246

stantial resonant contributions with JP = 3/2+ spin-247

parity. This is consistent with the results from previ-248

ous studies [23]. The essential role of the JP = 3/2+249

spin-parity excited nucleon states in the generation of the250

resonant contributions in the third resonance region can251

be seen in Fig. 1, where the resonant contributions in252

the fully integrated π+π−p photo-/electroproduction cross253

sections are presented with all relevant resonances included254

and when the contributions from the N(1720)3/2+ and255

N ′(1720)3/2+ resonances are taken out.256

We performed two different fits using:257

• the contributions from only well-established res-258

onances listed in Refs. [26, 31], including the259

N(1700)3/2− and N(1720)3/2+ states (fit A);260

• the fit A assumptions also adding a newN ′(1720)3/2+261

resonance with mass, total, π∆, and ρp decay widths,262

and photo-/electrocouplings fit to the data (fit B).263

Both fits result in good descriptions of the CLAS data264

with a comparable quality for photo- and electroproduc-265

tion. Representative examples of the description of the266

nine 1-fold differential cross sections with fit B are shown267

in Fig. 3, where the cross sections from the fits within the268

range χ2/dp < χ2/dpmax are shown by the family of curves269

overlaid on each plot.270

Note that the decay widths of the well-known271

N(1720)3/2+ resonance into the π∆ and ρp final states272

depend considerably on the implementation of the new273

N ′(1720)3/2+ state. Accounting for only the well-274

known resonances results in contradictory values for the275

N(1720)3/2+ decays into the ρp final state inferred either276

from the independent photo- or electroproduction data277

fits with more than a factor of four difference (see Ta-278

ble 2). This makes it impossible to describe both the279

π+π−p photo- and electroproduction cross sections with280

Q2-independent resonance masses, as well as total and par-281

tial hadronic decay widths, accounting for only the well-282

known resonances.283

After implementation of the new N
′
(1720)3/2+ reso-284

nance, a successful description of all nine 1-fold differential285

γr,vp → π+π−p photo-/electroproduction cross sections286

has been achieved. The total, π∆, and ρp hadronic de-287

cay widths of all resonances in the third resonance region288

as inferred from the fits at different Q2-bins remain Q2-289

independent (see Table 3) over the entire range of Q2 up290

to 1.5 GeV2 that is covered by the measurements [23, 26].291

This supports the existence of the new N ′(1720)3/2+ res-292

onance. Indeed, if the implementation of this (or any) new293

baryon state was unphysical, then it would not be possi-294

ble to reproduce the π+π−p photo-/electroproduction data295

in a wide Q2-range with Q2-independent decay widths296

because of the evolution of the non-resonant contribu-297

tions with Q2 observed in the π+π−p electroproduction298

data [31].299

The electrocouplings of the new N ′(1720)3/2+ reso-300

nance were determined in independent data fits for Q2 in301

the range from 0.5 – 1.5 GeV2 within the three overlapping302
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Table 3: Hadronic decays into the π∆ and ρp final states of the resonances in the third resonance region with major decays to the π+π−p final
state determined from the fits to the data on charged double-pion photo- [26] and electroproduction [23] implementing a new N ′(1720)3/2+

baryon state.

Resonance N∗ total width Branching fraction Branching fraction
states MeV for decays to π∆ for decays to ρp

∆(1700)3/2−

electroproduction 288.0 ± 14.0 77 - 95% 3 - 5%
photoproduction 298.0 ± 12.0 78 - 93% 3 - 6%

N(1720)3/2+

electroproduction 116.0 ± 7.0 39 - 55% 23 - 49%
photoproduction 112.0 ± 8.0 38 - 53% 31 - 46%

N
′
(1720)3/2+

electroproduction 119.0 ± 6.0 47 - 64% 3 - 10%
photoproduction 120.0 ± 6.0 46 - 62% 4 - 13%
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Figure 5: (Color Online) Comparison between the photo- and electrocouplings of the N(1720)3/2+ (black triangles connected by dashed
lines) and the new N ′(1720)3/2+ (blue squares connected by solid lines) obtained from the CLAS π+π−p photo- and electroproduction data
[23, 26].

W -intervals: 1.61 – 1.71 GeV, 1.66 – 1.76 GeV, and 1.71303

– 1.81 GeV (see Fig. 4). The non-resonant contributions304

in the three W -intervals are different, while the extracted305

N ′(1720)3/2+ electrocouplings agree within the uncertain-306

ties, which underlines the credible extraction of the electro-307

couplings. Furthermore, the N ′(1720)3/2+ mass, as well308

as the total and partial decay widths into the π∆ and ρp309

final states obtained from the fits in the three W -intervals,310

are also consistent, which further supports the existence of311

this new state.312

Comparisons between the photo-/electroexcitation am-313

plitudes of the N(1720)3/2+ state and the new314

N ′(1720)3/2+ state determined from the CLAS π+π−p315

photo-/electroproduction data [23, 26] are shown in Fig. 5.316

The transverse A1/2 amplitude of the N(1720)3/2+ reso-317

nance decreases with Q2 more rapidly than for the new318

N ′(1720)3/2+ state.319

The contributions of the N(1720)3/2+ and320

N ′(1720)3/2+ resonances to the fully integrated π+π−p321

photo-/electroproduction cross sections are shown in322

Fig. 1. As Q2 increases the contributions from the323

N ′(1720)3/2+ become more pronounced relative to the324

N(1720)3/2+. Both resonances are more visible in the325

electroproduction data compared to photoproduction.326

The sizable increase of the non-resonant contributions327

seen in the π+π−p photoproduction data reduces the328

relative contributions from these resonances.329

Nevertheless, the combined studies of the π+π−p photo-330

/electroproduction data are critical in order to vali-331

date the contributions from both the N(1720)3/2+ and332

N ′(1720)3/2+ resonances. In the analyzed data set, it is333

only at the photon point that the contribution from the334

N(1720)3/2+ is larger than that of the new N ′(1720)3/2+.335

The branching fraction range for the N(1720)3/2+ de-336

cay from the photoproduction data into the ρp final state,337

>19%, is imposed by the behavior of the high-mass part of338

the π+π− mass distribution. This established range makes339

it impossible to simultaneously describe the π+p and π+π−340

invariant mass distributions in the electroproduction data341

assuming only the contribution from the N(1720)3/2+ res-342

onance. This includes the pronounced ∆++ peaks seen343

in the π+p mass distributions and the absence of the ρ344
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Table 4: Masses and hadronic decay widths of the N(1720)3/2+ and N ′(1720)3/2+ resonances to the π∆ and ρp final states determined from
the CLAS data on charged double-pion photo- and electroproduction off protons [23, 26].

Resonance Mass, N∗ total width, Branching fraction Branching fraction
states GeV MeV for decays to π∆ for decays to ρp

N(1720)3/2+ 1.743-1.753 114 ± 6 38-53% 31-46%
N ′(1720)3/2+ 1.715-1.735 120 ± 6 47-62% 4-10%

peak in the π+π− mass distributions (see Fig. 3). In or-345

der to reproduce the ∆++ peaks seen in the π+p mass346

distributions without including the N ′(1720)3/2+ state,347

the N(1720)3/2+ decay widths to the ρp final state would348

have to be more than a factor of four smaller in electro-349

production compared with the values established in pho-350

toproduction. When a new N ′(1720)3/2+ resonance is im-351

plemented, the ∆++ peaks in the electroproduction data352

in the π+p mass distributions can be well described by353

the contributions from the new N ′(1720)3/2+ state, which354

has only minor (<13%) hadronic decays to the ρp final355

state. A rapid decrease of the A1/2 electrocoupling of the356

N(1720)3/2+ with Q2 (see Fig. 5) allows for the descrip-357

tion of the π+π− invariant mass distributions both in the358

photo- and electroproduction data, reproducing the high-359

mass part without the ρ peak in the electroproduction re-360

action.361

The masses, total decay widths, and branching frac-362

tions for the decays of these resonances into π∆ and ρp363

are listed in Table 4. The new N ′(1720)3/2+ decays364

mostly into the π∆ final state, while the N(1720)3/2+365

decay widths into the π∆ and ρp final states are com-366

parable. The contributions from the N(1720)3/2+ and367

the new N ′(1720)3/2+ resonances are well separated in368

the π+π−p photo-/electroproduction data analyses despite369

the close masses and the same spin-parity of these states.370

Different patterns for the decays into the π∆ and ρp final371

states and the different Q2-evolution of the resonance elec-372

trocouplings allow us to disentangle their contributions.373

These differences can be seen in the combined studies of374

π+π−p photo- and electroproduction, but they are elu-375

sive in the previous studies of the two-body meson-baryon376

channels, as well as the ππN channels limited to photo-377

production data only. Note that a global coupled-channel378

analysis of the exclusive meson photo- and hadroproduc-379

tion data [27] has revealed evidence for two nucleon reso-380

nances of JP = 3/2+ and I=1/2 for W from 1.7 – 1.8 GeV,381

supporting our observation of both the N(1720)3/2+ and382

the new N ′(1720)3/2+ states.383

4. Shedding Light on the Nature of New Baryon384

States385

The discovery of several new resonances in the global
multi-channel analysis of exclusive meson photoproduction
data [15] is consistent with the pattern from approximate
SU(6) spin-flavor symmetry in the generation of the N∗

spectrum. Most of the states predicted in the [70, 2+] mul-
tiplet have been observed. Two of them, the N(1880)1/2+

and N(1900)3/2+ with a 4-star status, and three others
with a lower rating, are included in the PDG [20]. How-
ever, one of the [70, 2+] multiplet states of JP = 3/2+ and
isospin I=1/2 [9] remains elusive. Is it possible that the
new N ′(1720)3/2+ resonance established in our analyses
is this expected state? In order to obtain an answer, we
have estimated the mass of this state from the SU(6) sym-
metry pattern for the masses of the nucleon resonances
in the [70, 2+] and [70, 1−] multiplets. There are two res-
onances in the [70, 2+] multiplet with a total quark spin
Sq=1/2: the still unknown state of JP = 3/2+, isospin
I=1/2 and the N(1860)5/2+. Four other states of Sq=3/2
are the N(1880)1/2+, N(1900)3/2+, N(2000)5/2+, and
N(1900)7/2+ resonances. Their average mass is equal
to 1.955 GeV. We assume that the difference between
the average mass values for the resonances of Sq=1/2
and Sq=3/2, ∆M(S3/2 − S1/2), in the [70, 2+] multiplet
is the same as in the [70, 1−]. For the [70, 1−] multi-
plet, ∆M(S3/2 − S1/2) = 0.16 GeV is obtained by av-
eraging the differences between the masses of the res-
onances N(1650)1/2−, N(1535)1/2− and N(1700)3/2−,
N(1520)3/2− with Sq=1/2 and Sq=3/2. Hence, the av-
erage mass for the resonances of Sq=1/2, Mav

S=1/2, in the

[70, 2+] multiplet can be estimated as:

Mav
S=1/2 = Mav

S=3/2 −∆M(S3/2 − S1/2)

= 1.955 GeV − 0.16 GeV = 1.795 GeV.
(1)

The mass of the N(1880)1/2+ state is smaller by
∆M=0.075 GeV than Mav

S=3/2=1.955 GeV for the four res-

onances of Sq = 3/2 in the [70, 2+] multiplet. Assuming
the same ∆M for the Sq=1/2 doublet of resonances in
the [70, 2+] multiplet, the mass of the lightest resonance
of Sq=1/2, M3/2+ , can be evaluated as:

M3/2+ = Mav
S=1/2 −∆M

= 1.795 GeV − 0.075 GeV = 1.72 GeV.
(2)

The estimated value of M3/2+ is in good agreement with386

the mass of the new N ′(1720)3/2+ resonance from our387

analysis (see Table 4), which makes plausible the assign-388

ment of the state as the lightest resonance in the [70, 2+]389

multiplet of JP = 3/2+ and isospin I=1/2.390

A variety of quark models predict two close resonances391

of JP = 3/2+ and I=1/2, consistent with those seen in392
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our analysis. The interacting quark-diquark [28] and the393

hypercentral constituent quark model [7] predict two states394

of JP = 3/2+ and I=1/2 in the mass range from 1.7 –395

1.8 GeV. The conceptually different chiral quark-soliton396

model [8] with parameters fit to the baryon masses in the397

octet and decuplet predicts a resonance of JP = 3/2+,398

I=1/2 in addition to the N(1720)3/2+ as a member of399

the 27-SU(3)-baryon multiplet. The computed mass of this400

state of 1718.6 ± 7.4 MeV is consistent with the mass of401

the new N ′(1720)3/2+ state (see Table 4). The results on402

the Q2-evolution of the N(1720)3/2+ and N ′(1720)3/2+403

resonance electrocouplings have become available from our404

analysis for the first time (see Fig. 5). Confronting our405

findings with the quark model expectations will shed light406

on the missing resonance nature, elucidating the peculiar407

features of strong QCD that have made these states elusive408

for such a long time.409

5. Summary410

The analysis of the CLAS π+π−p photo-411

/electroproduction data [23, 26] has been carried out for412

W from 1.6 – 1.8 GeV and for Q2 from 0 – 1.5 GeV2 with413

the goal to establish the nucleon resonances in the third414

resonance region contributing to this channel. Accounting415

for only the well-established resonances results in more416

than a factor of four difference for the decay branching417

fractions of the N(1720)3/2+ resonance into the ρp final418

state as inferred from independent fits of the π+π−p419

photo-/electroproduction data (see Table 2). This contra-420

diction makes it impossible to describe both the photo-421

and electroproduction data unless the contributions from422

a still unobserved resonance are added.423

After implementation of the N ′(1720)3/2+ resonance424

with photo-/electrocouplings, mass, and decay widths fit425

to the CLAS data [23, 26] (see Table 4 and Fig. 5), a suc-426

cessful description of the π+π−p photo-/electroproduction427

data is achieved with Q2-independent masses and total428

and partial decay widths into the π∆ and ρp final states429

of all contributing resonances in the third resonance re-430

gion. Moreover, the photo-/electrocouplings and hadronic431

decay widths of all contributing resonances coincide within432

their uncertainties determined from the independent fits in433

three overlapping W -intervals (see Fig. 4). The evolution434

with Q2 of the non-resonant contributions to π+π−p elec-435

troproduction observed in the previous CLAS data anal-436

ysis [31] makes it unlikely that the implementation of the437

N ′(1720)3/2+ resonance can serve as an effective way to438

describe the non-resonant contributions beyond the scope439

of the JM model and, therefore, these results support the440

existence of the new N ′(1720)3/2+ state. A manifesta-441

tion of the new N ′(1720)3/2+ baryon state was also found442

in an independent global coupled-channel analysis of the443

exclusive meson photo- and hadroproduction data [27],444

which also revealed evidence for two nearby resonances445

of JP = 3/2+ and I=1/2 for W from 1.7 – 1.8 GeV.446

The first results on the Q2-evolution of the photo-447

/electroexcitation amplitudes of the missing baryon states448

have become available for the N ′(1720)3/2+. Confronting449

these results with the quark model predictions will shed450

light on the nature of the missing resonances. In the fu-451

ture, the observation of the new N ′(1720)3/2+ state will452

be also checked in the analysis of the recent high quality453

π+π−p electroproduction data from CLAS [25, 35, 36] in454

the Q2 range from 0.4 – 5.0 GeV2. These data will pro-455

vide the TT and LT interference structure functions [36]456

allowing for improvement in the evaluation of the reso-457

nance electrocouplings.458

Additional data on π+π−p electroproduction at Q2 <459

0.4 GeV2 are needed in order to explore the range of460

photon virtualities in Fig. 1 where the transition oc-461

curs from N(1720)3/2+ dominance in photoproduction to462

N ′(1720)3/2+ dominance in electroproduction. The mea-463

surement of beam, target, and beam-target asymmetries464

will be very helpful for the resonance electrocoupling ex-465

traction, in particular at Q2 < 0.4 GeV2 where the non-466

resonant contributions become increasingly important as467

Q2 goes to zero. Our results on the mass, total decay468

width, and electrocouplings of theN ′(1720)3/2+ will guide469

the search for the manifestation of this state in other470

meson electroproduction channels: KY , ωp, φp, πηN .471

The studies of exclusive ππN hadroproduction planned472

at JPARC [37] will allow for the exploration of the mani-473

festation of the N ′(1720)3/2+ resonance in such reactions474

and to independently establish from hadroproduction data475

the N(1720)3/2+ and N ′(1720)3/2+ decay widths to the476

π∆ and ρp final states.477
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